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Abstract:Wehave developed amodel of amulti-period agent-based landmarket based on the theory of thinly
traded land markets. This new model builds upon the stylized fact that land demand (supply) decreases (in-
creases) across the urban-rural gradient. The e�ect of heterogeneous amenities are also included in themodel.
We simulated the model for a growing urbanizing region and investigated the evolution of land development
patterns. We found that this simple model can replicate/reproduce many interesting observed features. For
instance, scattered development can emerge in transitory periods due to the land demand (supply) decreases
(increases) over the urban-rural gradient. Furthermore, increases in transportation costs and the number of
in-migrants tend to decrease both the intensity and persistence of scattered development.
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Introduction

1.1 Modelinghumandecisions is oneof thebiggest challenges in agent-basedmodels (Filatova et al. 2013; Douet al.
2020; Schülze et al. 2017). As part of the continuous endeavor to address this challenge,many researchers have
contributed to consolidating the economic foundations of land-use change decisions both at a micro (Ettema
2011; Filatova 2015; Koch et al. 2019; Magliocca et al. 2011, 2014; Parker & Filatova 2008)and macro levels (Dou
et al. 2020), as reviewed by Groeneveld et al. (2017). These developments have substantially narrowed the gap
between out-of-equilibrium agent-based simulation models and equilibrium-based economic models (Wrenn
& Irwin 2015). In this paper, we extend these advances by transforming the recently developed static model of
thinly traded landmarket (Chen et al. 2017) into amulti-period agent-based land usemodel. We also extended
the thinly traded land market model to include open space amenities. This line of research is particularly im-
portant as it provides deeper understanding of the economic incentives behind land use change decision and
can help to consolidate the human dimension in the application of agent-based models to a broad range of
human-environment systems (Manson et al. 2020; Schülze et al. 2017; Tang & Yang 2020; Wallentin 2017).

1.2 The thinly traded landmarket model (Chen et al. 2017; Chen 2020)di�ers from existing models. In particular, it
allows land demand (supply) to decrease (increase) over the urban-rural gradient. This condition of spatially
varyingmarket competition systematically a�ects households’ location decisions and landowners land conver-
sion decisions.
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1.3 Furthermore, early urban economic models of household location choice and land use decisions are based on
spatial equilibrium conditions. Competition for scarce locations generates new prices that can fully o�set the
advantages or disadvantages associatedwith a location and thus householdsmayhave no incentive to relocate
(e.g. Alonso 1964; Roback 1982; Capozza & Helsley 1989). These conditions provide a static representation of
land use that reflects spatial competition over the long-term equilibrium. This description however, ignores
the short-termout-of-equilibriumadjustmentsmadeby individual households and landowners that eventually
lead to the equilibrium. Parker & Filatova (2008) are the first to propose that household bid prices in agent-
based models should depend on market competition conditions, that is, the relative number of buyers and
sellers, which they subsequently apply to their later work. For instance, they (Parker & Filatova 2008; Filatova
2015) assume that household bid prices are higher (lower) than sellers’ ask price if the aggregate number of
buyers is higher than the number of parcels in the region. Indeed, Magliocca et al. (2011, 2014, 2018) allow this
market competition measure change among bidding households.

1.4 Here, by developing an agent-based model based on the thinly traded land market model, we assume that
market competition conditions can change from parcel to parcel depending on the number of buyers and the
number of similar parcels available. The market competition condition is also a�ected by both the distance to
the urban center and the presence of open space amenities. This spatial variation inmarket competition condi-
tions and the consequent spatial di�erences in bargaining power are critical to interaction modeling between
household spatial competition and the price pattern formation.

1.5 Weneed to add that the variation in landusepattern in this paper arises as a result of this line of reasoning in the
thinly traded land market model: i.e., as distance to urban areas increases, more vacant land is available and
fewer households compete formore distant locations. Consequently, landowners set a lower reserve price and
biddinghouseholdsbid loweronmoredistant locations. All elsebeing equal, if thebidprice for aparcel is lower,
a household can retain a larger budget for the consumptionof other goods. In thisway, the household’s optimal
location choice is directly a�ected by spatially di�erentiated bid prices and competition among households,
resulting in a pattern of scattered development.

1.6 Using this model set-up and assuming exogenous population growth over time, we simulate the evolution of
land rents, income and land-use patterns in a growing urbanizing area. We find that scattered development
can emerge as the result of market competition for land becomemore limited over the urban-rural gradient as
predicted in the static analysisofChenetal. (2017), but that it disappearsas the regionbecomesmorepopulated
and the competition for land increases. Our results also show that the intensity andpersistence of the scattered
development vary systematically with key economic parameters of the model. Specifically, the simulation of
this agent-based model can replicate many stylized facts. For instance, higher transportation costs and faster
rates of in-migration decreasing the relative amount of scattered development and reducing its persistence
over time.

1.7 Finally, this papermakes amethodological contribution by o�ering onepossibleway to bridge the agent-based
land-usemodels with spatial equilibriummodels of urban economics. If the number of households competing
for each parcel becomes very large, households bid theirmaximumwillingness to pay and so there is no advan-
tage to locating farther away. Under these conditions, themodel reproduces an outward pattern of contiguous
landdevelopment as predictedby standard spatial equilibriummodels of urban economics. On theother hand,
if the number of competing bidders on each parcel equals one, then it becomes a bi-lateral negotiation model
as in Parker & Filatova (2008).

1.8 The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we provide a description of themodel setup. Section
3 discusses the results and Section 4 concludes the paper.

Model Description

Overview

2.1 The model is implemented on a two-dimensional spatial grid comprised of equal area cells. Following mono-
centric land-usemodels in urban economics (Alonso 1964), all employment opportunities are concentrated at a
fullydevelopedurbancenter lying in the lower le�corner. Theboundaryof thisurbancenter is labeledas “initial
urban boundary” in Figure 1. To focus on the urbanization process in sub-urban and exurban areas, we focus on
the new development beyond this initial urban boundary. As new development fills up the parcels adjacent to
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this initial boundary, the urban boundary will gradually expand. We impose an “outer exurban boundary” (see
Figure 1) that is su�iciently far away from the initial urbanboundary, so that it is unlikely to a�ect the household
location decisions.

2.2 Land parcels are represented by equal-sized cells of the grid. The region in the baseline model extends to a
31× 31 grid, which corresponds to roughly amaximum of one-hour commute to the initial urban boundary. In
the initialization stage, land parcels are di�erentiated only by their Manhattan distance to the urban center z.
For example, a landparcelwith coordinates (x, y) relative to the origin (urban center) has distance z = |x|+ |y|.
Under this definition of distance, the number of substitutable parcels (M ), the number of parcelswith the same
distance (z) to urban center, increased naturally with distance becauseM(z) = z + 1. This allows us to build
in the reality that the amount of developable land increased with distance to urban areas.

2.3 There are two types of economic agents: landowners and households. A landowner chooses the reserve price
for the parcel, in order to maximize its expected payo�. Households are potential renters of the land parcels.
Depending on their role in landmarket, households are further divided into three types: newmigrants, relocat-
ing residents and non-relocating residents. New migrants are households outside the region and considering
whether tomove into the region and rent a landparcel. Existing residents in the region aremigrants that choose
to reside in the region in some previous period. Ninety-five per cent of the existing residents in each period are
randomly selected to remain in their residing locations. These residents are called non-relocating residents.
The remaining five per cent of residents are called relocating households. We assume that land for the relocat-
ing households is on the rental market along with other available land parcels. Relocating households enter
themarket and compete with the newmigrants. Denote byNt the total number of households actively looking
to rent a parcel in period t, which includes both newmigrants and relocating households.

Figure 1: Simulation Landscape.

2.4 Thenumberof competingbidders is derived fromthe incomedistributionofhouseholds. Thecumulative (prob-
ability) distribution function (CDF) of household incomes is denoted by F (Y ). Ymin(z,A) denoted the min-
imum income necessary to a�ord a parcel at distance z and with associated amenity A (see Section 2.5 and
Equation 3 for details). Given Ymin(z,A) , both the renters and sellers can calculate the probability a house-
hold with income randomly selected from the distribution F (Y ), exceeding this minimum income level, i.e.,
Prob(Y > Ymin(z,A)) = 1 − F (Ymin(z,A)). Given that there were N0

t households actively searching for
locations, the expected number of competing households on a parcel with distance z in period t is calculated
as:

Nt(z) = N0
t [1− F (Ymin(z,A))] (1)

whereF (.) is the cumulative probability function (CDF) for household income distribution. To simplify this no-
tation, we suppress the subscript t to N(z). The expected number of competing households (N(z)) a�ects
households’ bidding strategy and landowners’ choice of reserve price (see Section 2.5 for details). Because the
minimum income Ymin(z,A) increases monotonically with distance z,N(z) was decreases in z. Land parcels
therefore di�er in the expected number of competing households N(z). This builds in the stylized fact that
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land demand decreases over the urban-rural gradient. Because the minimum income Ymin(z,A) monotoni-
cally decreases with amenityA (see Section 2.5),N(z) increases inA. Finally, as householdsmigrated into the
region and land development occur, land parcels also di�er in the level of open space amenity (A), that is, the
percentage of un-occupied land among the neighboring parcels.

Renter’s behavior

2.5 It is worth noting that all households are modelled as renters because this simplifies the relocation decision
by avoiding the resale of existing properties. Both the new migrants and the relocating households search-
ing for all possible locations 1, form optimal bids and try to find the best location that maximizes their utility
U(C,L,A). Household utility is a function of numeraire good consumption (C), a fixed amount of land (L = 1)
with varying levels of open space amenity (A). Open space amenity (A) of a parcel is defined as the percentage
of undeveloped parcels among the eight-connected parcels in its Moore neighborhood.

2.6 Rentersareconstrainedby their income (Y ),which is assumedtobe randomlydistributedwithacumulativedis-
tribution function denoted byF (Y ). Income distribution is public information to all households and landown-
ers. The household’s total expenditure on land rent (R), numeraire good consumption (C) and travel costs (T )
should not exceed its income (Y ) : R + C + T (Y, z) ≤ Y . The travel cost is assumed to increase with travel
distance (z) and the opportunity cost of travel time which is proportional to income (Y ).

2.7 A renter decides whether to migrate into the region as follows: If a renter chooses to stay outside of the region,
she receives the reservation utility U0from consuming a reservation level of numeraire good C0

r . If a renter
chooses tomigrate into the region, she needs to rent a landparcel in the region. The landparcel is characterized
by thedistancez tourbancenterand theamountofopenspaceamenityA. Fora renter to resideona landparcel
in the region, her wellbeing should be at least as good as staying outside the region. That is, U(C, 1, A) ≥ U0.
Denote byCr the reservation consumption, or theminimum consumption required for the household to reside
on that parcel. This reservation consumption can be defined as:

U(Cr(A), 1, A) = U0 (2)

BecauseCr(A) is theminimum consumption level thatmakes the household indi�erent to staying outside the
region, themaximumwillingness to pay (WTP) for the land parcel can be derived from the budget constraint as
V (A) = Y − Cr(A)− T (Y, z).

2.8 Imagine a household choosing between two parcels located at the same distance from the urban center but
di�ering in the open space amenities (A1 < A2). Because both numeraire good and open space amenities are
normal goods (∂U∂C > 0,∂U∂A > 0), Cr(A1) > Cr(A2) (see Equation 2 and Roback (1982)) and the household
income and travel costs are the same, the di�erence in maximumWTP for the two parcels is given by V (A2)−
V (A1) = Cr(A1) − Cr(A2), which is determined by the di�erences in amenities. For simplicity, we denote
the willingness to pay for amenities byW (A), and assume it increases linearly with the amenityA : W (A) =
C0

r − wA, where w is a constant. That is, the higher the open space amenity (A), the more consumption the
household iswilling to sacrifice (Cr(A)decreases) and the higher the rent the household iswilling to pay. Thus,
the parcel value can be rewritten as:

V = Y − C0
r − T (Y, z) + wA (3)

A parcel with a positive value (V > 0) is called an a�ordable parcel for the household. The minimum income
that ensures V ≥ 0 is denoted as Ymin(z,A). This is also the minimum income to a�ord the reservation con-
sumption at location z. Because the reservation consumption is lower on parcels with open space amenities,
the minimum income Ymin(z,A) monotonically decreases in A. Because travel costs (T (Y, z)) increase with
distance (z), the minimum income Ymin(z,A)monotonically increases with distance z.

2.9 A household searches and bids on all a�ordable parcels. The optimal bid function b(V ), the relation between
the bid (b) and private value (V ), is derived using a first price sealed-bid auction model (Krishna 2010). This
household maximizes the expected surplus from winning this parcel. The surplus (V − b(V )) is the di�erence
between thehouseholdvalue (V ) of theparcel and thebidvalue (b) itwouldactuallypay if itwins. This trade sur-
plus is only realized if the household wins the auction. Thus, the household’s optimal bidding strategy solves:

maxb(V )[V − b(V )]H(b−1) (4)

whereH() is the probability that the household’s bid b(V )wins at least one ofM identical parcels at location z.
Because theM parcels at location z are complete substitutes andN bidders are competing, household cares
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only about whether “it wins one of theM parcels” or “none of them”. Thus, the probability of winning given a
bidding strategy b(.) is given by:

H(b−1) = 1− [1−GN−1(b−1)]M (5)

2.10 The bidding value is denoted as β = b(V ). This implies that V (β) = b−1(β). G(V ) is the cumulative distri-
bution function for household’s private value (V ) of the parcel, which is derived from the income distribution
F (Y ). The second term on the right-hand side gives the probability of winning none of theM parcels.

2.11 Given the reserve price set by the landowner, the solution for the optimization problem in Equation 4 gives the
optimal bid function b() (Krishna 2010, p. 21):

β = b(V, r,M,N) = r
H(r)

H(V )
+

1

H(V )

∫ V

r

yh(y)dy (6)

where h(y) = dH(y)
dy .

2.12 This optimal bid function depends not only on the household’s value of the parcel V , but also on the expected
number of competing householdsN , the number of substitutable parcelsM , the reserve price, as well as the
open-space amenityA of the parcel.

Seller’s behavior

2.13 Landowners optimally choose their reserve prices r to maximize their expected payo�. The formulation of this
optimization problem is adapted from Krishna (2010, p. 21-25):

max
r

N(z)E[H(V )b(V )] +G(r)N(z)ra (7)

The landowners’ expected payo� is defined to be the probability weighted sum of the expected payment: ex-
pected payment when the auction succeeds and the expected payment when the auction fails. If the land is
successfully sold through auction, the expectedbid price fromone competitor isE[H(V )b(V )]. There areN(z)
competitors. Thus, the expected payment from a successful auction is the product of the two, as represented
by the first term in Equation 7. If the auction fails, the landowner receives the agricultural payment ra. This
occurs when all the bids are less than the reserve price. This is represented in the second term in Equation 7.

Market transaction

2.14 Households submits a bid for each a�ordable parcel. On each parcel, the bidder with the highest bid is identi-
fied. If a household has multiple winning bids exceeding the owner’s reserve price, it chooses the parcel that
generated the highest surplus V − b(V ). For the remaining parcels that the household wins, the bidder with
the second highest bid is picked. This process continues until no bidderwinsmultiple parcels. At the end of this
procedure, if thewinning household’s bid is higher than the reserve price of the landowner, thewinning house-
hold becomes the resident on the parcel and the land converts to residential use. The incumbent residentswho
loose in the auction on their resident land parcel are assumed to move out of the region 2. Once a household
wins a parcel and chooses a location, it is obligated to pay the bid submitted to the landowner. In other words,
households are not allowed to renegotiate their bids within the same time-period as this would be in conflict
with the interest of the landowner, whose expected payo� increases withN(z) as seen in Equation 7.

2.15 In this model, migration continues as long as the utility from residing in the region exceeds the utility from
residing in the rest of the world. We acknowledge the existence of moving and search costs in the household
location process. We therefore assume that migration is a gradual rather than an instantaneous process. In
each period, a fixed number of potential newmigrants is randomly selected tomake themigration decision. As
relocatinghouseholdsparticipate in theauctions, theyupdate theirbidsunder thenewmarket conditions. Over
time, this gradual adjustment inmigration increases the competition for land, reduces the bargaining power of
households, and diminishes the trade surplus frommore distant parcels.

2.16 In this model, a spatial equilibrium is not reached instantaneously in each time-period. Over time, however,
as the number of residents increased, the number of relocating residents increased accordingly. This process
increased the competition for land and is the fundamental driving force behind the eventual convergence to
the spatial equilibrium land-use pattern in the urban economics literature.
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Simulation details

2.17 Figure 2 illustrates the sequence of processes in this model. Each time step starts with the initialization of the
potential renters, which includes new migrating households and relocating residents (box I, Figure 2). Both
renters and landowners then form an expectation of competition they face on each parcel (box II, Figure 2). Af-
ter this, landowners formulate reserve prices and the renters formulate bid prices according to the first price
sealed-bid auction theory (box III and IV, Figure 2). Landowners then rent their land to the highest bid if it ex-
ceeds the reserve price. Agricultural land is converted to residential use. Households choose the location that
maximizes trade surplus. This process ensures that households’ spatial competition is simultaneously e�ecting
and a�ected by land price patterns (box V, Figure 2).

Figure 2: Trade process: the sequence of actions within one-time step.

Model Calibration

2.18 We use secondary data to calibrate the demand- and supply-side parameters of the model. The demand-side
parameters of the model include fixed travel cost t0 per unit of distance, opportunity time cost t1 per unit of
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Variable Brief Description Value

I. Land Parcel
z Distance to Urban Area {1, 2, . . . 31}

A(z) Amount of Open Space Amenity {0, 1
8
, 2
8
, . . . 1}

M(z) Number of Substitutable Parcels {1, 2, . . . 31}
N(z) Number of Bidders on a Parcel

II. Households
Type NewMigrant, Relocating and Non-Relocating Residents See Section 2.1
Y Household Income Lognormal

Ymin(z) Minimum Income to A�ord Parcel at Distance z
V (z, Y ) Household Private Value of a Parcel
U Utility
L Land Consumption 1
C0

r Reservation Consumption of the Numeraire Good
c0 Fixed Reservation Consumption 5.9
c1 Marginal E�ect of Income on Reservation Consumption 0.3
T Household Transportation Cost per Unit of Distance
t0 Travel Cost per Unit Distance Independent of Income 0.19
t1 Marginal Travel Cost per Unit Distance for Income 0.01

β = b(V ) Bid and Bid Function

III. Landowner
r(z) Reserve Price
ra Agricultural Land Rent 16.32

IV. Market
F CDF of Income Distribution Lognormal
f PDF of Income Distribution Lognormal
G CDF of the Parcel Value Lognormal
g PDF of the Parcel Value Lognormal
N0 Number of NewMigrants Each Period 30

Table 1: Variabledescriptions. Note: The types includemigrant, relocating residentandnon-relocating resident.

income per unit of distance, the reservation consumption levelC0
r , and the income distribution F (Y ).

2.19 Reservation consumption is assumed to increase with income C0
r = c0 + c1Y , calibrated using the 2010 con-

sumer expenditure survey data (Bureauof Labor Statistics). We estimate a linear relationship between the aver-
age annual expenditure on goods and services (excluding housing and transportation expenditures) and a�er-
tax income: C0

r = c0 + c1Y . The ordinary least square method generates estimates c0 = 5.9 and c1 = 0.3.
The fixed travel cost t0 per unit of distance is calibrated using the average transportation expenditure which is
about 13, 697dollars according to the 2010 Consumer Expenditure Report. The opportunity cost of time, t1Y , is
proportional to the household income. One-hour commuting timeper day leads to an opportunity cost of 18 the
household income. We calibrate the benchmark value for t1 using the ratio between the calibrate travel time
for one parcel and the total annual working time. The former is calculated assuming an average speed of 50
miles per hour. This is calculated assuming the average exurban householdworks eight hours a day, five days a
week and a total of 50 weeks a year. In addition, we assume that the fuel price is 2.32 dollars per gallon, which
is approximately the oil price in 2010, and an average car travels 25 miles per gallon. This generates travel cost
parameters with benchmark values of t0 = 0.19 and t1 = 0.01.

2.20 Theparameters for the log-normal incomedistribution functionF (Y )are calibratedusingmaximum likelihood
estimation based on household counts by income categories for all non-metropolitan counties in the 2010 U.S.
Census. µ and σ2 respectively denote the expectation and variance of the log of income. The estimation yields
were µ = 3.8024 and σ = 0.9591. We also require that the income of a migrant needs to exceed the minimum
income level for at least oneparcel in the region. If the randomdrawof income falls below this value, we replace
it with another draw until it rises above it.

2.21 The preference to open space amenities is calibrated based on McConnell & Walls (2005) value of open space.
We assume that open space amenity surrounding the parcel increase the private value of the land parcel by
1, 000 dollars McConnell & Walls (2005, p. 32). Therefore, in Equation 3, we set w = 1 (thousand dollars). The
agricultural rent ra is calibrated using the 2010 average cropland cash rent (102 dollars per acre) in the U.S.
(United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) 2016).
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Results and Discussions

3.1 The main focus of this paper is to examine how the introduction of thinly traded land market theory a�ects
simulated land use patterns. In particular, spatially varying market competition and open space amenities sig-
nificantly a�ect the intensity and persistence of land use pattern. To facilitate this discussion, we quantify the
intensity and persistence of scattered development as follows.

3.2 Scattered development occurrs if a parcel is developed at distance z1 while a parcel at a closer location z2
remains undeveloped, i.e., there is an undeveloped parcel at a distance z2, when a parcel at a more distant lo-
cation z1 (z1>z2) is developed. The parcel at distance z1 is called a scattered parcel. The number of scattered
parcels is referred to as theamountof scattereddevelopment. This changes fromperiod toperiod. The inten-
sity of scattered development is the maximum amount of scattered development over all simulation periods.
The persistence of scattered development is the di�erence between the first period that scattered develop-
ment appears and the first period that scattered development disappears.

3.3 Figure 3 illustrates the calculation of the intensity and persistence of scattered development. The simulation
period is plotted along the x-axis and the amount of scattered development is shown along the y-axis. The
amount of scattered development generated in a simulation with 100 periods is plotted as a solid line. Initially,
there is no scattered development. Scattered development emerges in period 19 and begins to increase. Af-
ter reaching its maximum value of seven, the amount of scattered development diminishes until it disappears
in period 72. In this illustrative example, the intensity of scattered development equals seven, the maximum
amount of scattered development. The persistence was 54(= 72− 19 + 1) periods.

Figure 3: Intensity, persistence and amount of scattered development over time.

3.4 We are also interested in how certain key socio-economic factors (transportation cost, market competition and
preference for open space amenities) influence the intensity andpersistence of scattereddevelopment through
household competitiona�er incorporating thedecreasingdemandand increasing supply over distance into the
model. The experiment setup is summarized in Table 2.

Factors N T1 W Results

Baseline 30 0.01 1 Figure 4, 5, 6a, 7a, 8a, 8b
H0: (a) 30 0.016 1 Figure 6b, 7b
H0: (b) 60 0.01 1 Figure 6c, 7c
H0: (c) 30 0.01 0 Figure 6d, 7d, 8c, 8d

Table 2: Experiment setup. Response Variables: Intensity and Persistence of Scattered Development.

3.5 The corresponding hypotheses in Table 2 are:

• (a): Higher transportation cost decreases intensity and persistence;

• (b): Higher competition decreases intensity and persistence;
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• (c): Preference for open space amenity has indeterminate impact.

Baseline results

3.6 We start with baseline conditions that mimic the exurban residential land market with limited spatial compe-
tition among households. The model generates land development patterns over time along with the corre-
sponding evolution of income and residential rent patterns. The dynamic evolutions of the income and land
rent gradients from a simulation run of 100 time periods are summarized in Figures 4 and 5 respectively. Dis-
tance to the urban center is plotted on the horizontal axes and the average household income and residential
rent areplottedon the vertical axes. If there is nodevelopment at aparticular distance, then theaverage income
and rent are set at zero.

3.7 In the first period, as shown in the Figures 4a and 5a, scattered development occurs at distance z = 9 because
no parcel at distances z = 8 is developed. As time proceeds, new developments fills in the spatial gap between
the scattered developments. Another interesting phenomenon is that in the early periods, some relatively rich
households choose to live in more distant parcels and some not so rich households locate closer to the urban
center (see Figures 4a-b). This generates the non-downward sloping income and rent gradients in Figure 4a-b
and 5a-b. However, income and rent gradients eventually become downward sloping as expected in equilib-
riummodels (Figure 4c-d and 5c-d).

3.8 In our model, both the appearance of scattered development and the formation of downward sloping income
and rent gradients are due to changes in the household spatial competition. Over time, as population grows,
there are more and more households competing on the land market. This process gradually erodes the bar-
gaining power of households and their trade surpluses fromauction. This in turn, decreases the potential gains
for locating in the distant parcels. When such gains are less than the increased travel cost, households will
stop choosing more distant parcels. As a result, scattered development disappears and the downward sloping
income and rent gradients emerges.

3.9 While results of one simulation are illustrative, it is insu�icient for comparative static analysis due to the ran-
domness of themodel. This is particularly worrying when we try to examine the impact of key socio-economic
factors on land use pattern. We therefore simulate themodel 100 times for the baseline case. The histogram of
the intensity measure of the scattered development is plotted in Figure 6a, in which the x-axis plots a range of
values of the intensity measure and the y-axis plots the corresponding frequency value. The histogram of the
persistence measure of the scattered development is plotted in Figure 7a.

Figure 4: Average household income over distance.
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Figure 5: Average rent over distance.

Impacts of transportation cost

3.10 Transportation costs are considered a key factor a�ecting the formation of scattered development. In this pa-
per, we illustrate how changes in transportation cost a�ected the formation of land use pattern through house-
hold spatial competition. Higher transportation costs imply a higher opportunity cost of living onmore distant
parcels. In addition, higher transportation costs reduce the parcel value (see Equation 3) aswell as the potential
trade surplus at more distant locations. All these factors decrease the incentive for scattered development. We
therefore believe that higher transportation costs decrease the intensity and persistence of scattered develop-
ment. To test this hypothesis, we increase the opportunity cost of time (t1) from0.01 to 0.016. This is equivalent
to a decrease in driving speed from 50 to 30 miles per hour, or an approximately 40% increase in total trans-
portation cost. The consequent changes in the intensity andpersistence of scattereddevelopment are reported
in Figure 6b and 7b. Compared to the baseline case, the histograms exhibit a significant le�ward shi� in both
figures, indicating decreases in both the intensity and persistence of scattered development. This is consistent
with hypothesis (a) in Table 2.

3.11 It is worth noting that scattered development disappears when the travel cost (time cost) is too high (t1 = 0.3)
or too low (t1 = 0.001). If the travel cost is too high, trade surplus may not be su�icient to fully compensate
for this cost. If the travel cost is too low, almost all households can a�ord almost any parcel, and there is no
variation in market competition over the spatial extent of this study. Consequently, there is no incentive for
scattered development.

Impacts of higher competition

3.12 To investigate the impact of market competition on the intensity and persistence of scattered development,
we change the number of new migrants. From the individual perspective, an increase in the number of bid-
ders implies less bargaining power for households and so, potential trade surpluses decrease. It becomes less
likely that trade surpluses on more distant parcels are su�icient to cover increased transportation cost. So the
probability (p) of each individual household to choose scattered development is reduced. However, from the
regional perspective, the expected intensity and persistence of scattered development is given byN×p, which
may increase or decreasewith the increase of competing households whenN is relatively small. WhenN is big
enough, the decreases in incentive for scattered development will eventually dominate. As a consequence, the
intensity and persistence of scattered development will eventually decrease with market competition. To test
this hypothesis, we double the number of new migrants. In each period, we setN0 = 60 instead of 30, which
decrease both the intensity and persistence of scattered development, as illustrated by the le�ward shi�s in
the histograms in Figures 6c and 7c.
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Figure 6: Histogram of the Intensity Measure of Scattered Development.

Figure 7: Histogram of the Persistence Measure of Scattered Development.

Impacts of the preference for open space amenities

3.13 To investigate the impact of any preference for open space amenities on the land use pattern, we assume that
households have no preference for open space amenities, so that themodel is purely driven by income hetero-
geneity. To achieve this, we set the willingness to pay for open-space amenityw = 0. The decrease in WTP for
amenities may have two counteracting e�ects. First, when the willingness to pay for open space amenity (w)
decreases, the values of parcelswith open space amenity are reduced, so are the potential surpluses (see Equa-
tion 3). Because more distant parcels typically have fewer developed parcels in their neighborhood compared
to parcels close to the urban boundary, the decrease in theWTP for open space amenities has a bigger adverse
impact onmore distant parcels. Therefore, the decrease in trade surplus will be larger onmore distant parcels.
This reduces the incentive for scattered development.

3.14 Second, all other things being equal, a reduction in theWTP for parcelswith open space amenities increases the
minimum income Ymin(z,A). Because distant parcels typically have open space amenities while parcels close
to urban boundary did not, a decrease in theWTP for open space amenities will disproportionately a�ectmore
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distant parcels. The increase in Ymin(z,A) decreases the expected number of competing households N(t,z)

(see Equation 1). This will decrease the bid and therefore increased trade surplus. This decrease in market
competition would increase the incentive for scattered development. Because the first and the second e�ects
may act in opposite directions, it is di�icult to determine which e�ect dominates in any given simulation and
the net change could be small. This can be seen in Figure 6d and 7d.

3.15 To examine the impact of open space amenity on land use pattern, the land use patterns from the baseline and
those from the scenario (d) are plotted in Table 2. Figure 8 shows land use patterns in the 15th and 30th periods
from each scenario. To ensure unbiased comparison, the pseudo random number generator used the same
randomseed for thedi�erentmodel specifications. Comparisonsbetween landusepatterns suggest that in this
simulation, the second impact mentioned previously was dominant. The case without open space amenities
generatedmore scattered development in this simulation. However, as indicated by the comparisons between
Figures 6 and 7a with 6 and 7d, this di�erence may not have been statistically significant.

Figure 8: Land Use Pattern with and without Amenities at Two Time Points.

Sensitivity Analyses

3.16 To investigate the sensitivity of the results, we test alternative model calibrations. We test the sensitivity to
relocation. Instead of the five percent in the baseline, we set the relocation rate to be ten, twenty and one
hundred percent respectively. We re-calibrate the model using data from year 2000 instead of 2010. The key
conclusions of the paper are robust to these changes. Please see the results in the Appendix.

Conclusion

4.1 Wedevelop anagent-based landmarketmodel basedonChenet al. (2017) thinly traded landmarketmodel. We
modify thismarketmodel to incorporate open space amenities. In this newagent-basedmodel of landmarkets,
households formulateoptimalbids fora�ordable locationand landowners fromtheir reservepricebasedon the
opportunity cost of land and market competition. Landowners convert their land to residential development
if the winning bid is greater than their reserve prices. The model incorporates several key features of exurban
areas, including plentiful land supply, limited competition among households, and heterogeneous household
income. By simulating this model with exogenous population growth over time, we are able to represent the
evolution of land rents, income and land-use patterns in a growing urbanizing area. We find that scattered
development can emerge as the result of limited competition for parcels located farther away from the urban
area, but that it disappears as the region becomes more populated and competition for land increases. The
simulation results show that the intensity and persistence of scattered development are systematically related
to key economic factors of the model, like market competition condition, transportation costs, migration rate.
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4.2 The paper makes an important methodological contribution by o�ering a bridge between agent-based mod-
els and the urban economics models on land use change. The bilateral negotiation, as proposed by Parker &
Filatova (2008) and Filatova et al. (2009), can be regarded as the limiting case of setting the number of compet-
ing bidders equal to one on all parcels. The spatial equilibrium models in urban economics literature can be
regarded as the limiting case by setting the number of competing bidders equal to infinity on all parcels.

4.3 The integration of this agent-based model with the thinly traded market theory is important for policy simula-
tions, as it incorporates an important stylized fact in regional land market in all suburban and exurban areas.
That is, land supply (demand) increases (decreases) with the distance to an urban center. These spatial dif-
ferences in market competition, on both the supply and demand side, provide strong economic incentives for
scattered development. More importantly, our results suggest that relatively richer households have stronger
incentives for scattered development. It is interesting to explore these implications for welfare analyses, eco-
nomic inequality and spatial segregation.

4.4 One limitation of this model is the assumption of constant WTP for open space amenities. In reality, this WTP
may not be constant. For instance, the WTP for more durable open space amenities (like those under various
conservation protections) is probably higher than less durable amenities (such as the unprotected open space
under great development pressure). Future research is necessary to investigate whether these di�erences in
the durability of open space amenities have significant impacts on the intensity and persistence of scattered
development.

4.5 Another limitation of this approach is that we do not consider the possibility of multiple exurban regions. It
is interesting to investigate how the increased competition for land in one exurban region may impact the de-
velopment of new scattered development in other exurban areas. In addition, the model is highly stylized and
omitsmany sources of heterogeneity that surely contribute to scatteredpatterns of development in reality, e.g.,
di�erences in land quality, zoning, and proximity to other urban or natural amenities. Ourmodel simplifies the
real estate and housingmarket by ignoring other forms of housing such as communal housing. Finally, we have
not considered the durable and irreversible nature of land development in this paper. Inclusion of many of
these more realistic features may reduce the amount of contiguous development and increase the intensity
and persistence of scattered development, and therefore, are important questions for future research.

Appendix

To investigate the sensitivity of the results, we have tested alternative model calibrations. Here is a partial list
of these additional tests. We test the sensitivity to relocation. Instead of the five percent in the baseline, we
set the relocation rate to be ten, twenty and one hundred percent respectively. Figure 9 reports the results for
relocation rate equal 10% . We re-calibrate themodel using data from year 2000 instead of 2010. Figures 10 and
11 replicate key results in the main text using year 2000 data. The key conclusions of the paper are robust to
these changes.

Figure 9: Histogram of the Intensity and Persistence with relocation rate= 0.1.
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Figure 10: Histogram of the Intensity Measure of Scattered Development.

Figure 11: Histogram of the Persistence Measure of Scattered Development.

Notes

1We interpreted “searching a parcel” as gathering information and evaluating the suitability of a parcel. It
does not necessarily mean visiting the site in person. As we emphasize in the introduction, household loca-
tion decision should reflect the spatial competition among households and the spatial land price patterns. The
choice of site visit in real house hunting is a result of considering spatial competition andprice patterns. This as-
sumption also serves to bridge the analytical land-usemodels in urban economicswith agent-based simulation
models.
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2This is not a critical assumption. Allowing these households who have been outbid to re-enter the model
in the next simulation period would not change the key conclusions.
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